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4622 Kissena Blvd, Flushing I-11355-3421, United States, FLUSHING

+17183583588 - https://www.dengjiny.com/

Here you can find the menu of Deng Ji in FLUSHING. At the moment, there are 17 courses and drinks on the
card. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What User likes about Deng Ji:

One of the few places in the city for Yunnan noodle soup. Service was great. There are different toppings,
depending on which combo you order. You can also choose from a variety of soup base. The presentation is
beautiful. Many seating and a bathroom are available. Most dishes are delicious. Something overpriced, but

would come once. read more. What Ruth Jack doesn't like about Deng Ji:
The waitress gave me the wrong order and cough without wearing mask. Sometimes , they drag big dirty trash
bag/can across the hallway, even people still have their meals. read more. In FLUSHING, traditional menus are

prepared in the kitchen of Deng Ji with typical Asian spices scrumptious, Many customers find it particularly great
that they can try the versatile, delicious Chinese cuisine. The Asian fusion cuisine is likewise an important part of

Deng Ji. Anyone who finds the everyday and generally known meals too boring should approach with a
willingness to experiment and try some unexpected combination of ingredients consume.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
WATER

Appet�er�
FRIED TOFU

Desser�
CREPES

Barbecu�
SPARE RIBS

Ho� drink�
TEA

Restauran� Categor�
BBQ SAUCE

Mai� course�
TOPPINGS

RIBS

Ingredient� Use�
MEAT

CHICKEN

TOFU

BEEF

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�

SOUP

FISH

LAMB

NOODLES
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